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Across

1. expression of grief or sorrow

6. occuring after death

7. starts with a B ends with a T

9. The horses had a _______ respect for 

clover

11. stalling, waiting

12. spreading throughout

17. withdrawn; saddened

18. Boxer had 2 _____ that he lived by, 1 

of them was " I will work harder"

19. The baby lay ______ in her blanket as 

her mother held her

20. the _____ medal shimmered in the sun

25. with intense hatred or will to do harm

26. Benjamin was known to be very _____

27. anger at unfairness

28. The ___________ man had white hair

30. a state of rest or inactivity

32. The warriors let out a ______ cry for 

they had finally won against their sworn 

enemy

33. tireless

34. the sign for the meaning of this word 

is a dove

35. with thrift; cheaply morose

36. The old man felt an _____ pain in his 

hip as he walked up the stairs

37. the police listened to the witness as 

she _____ the robber that she saw about 2 

hours before

Down

2. Ferris Bueller skips school and spends 

the day ___ing around town

3. The ______ murder wasn't given the 

option of a speed trial

4. stubborn, refusing to change

5. cheerfully; without care or concern

8. requiring a lot of work

10. to acquire, obtain

13. In Disney's Tangled mother Gothel is in 

____ with the Stabbington brothers

14. a face or expression on a face

15. shameful; humiliating, despicable

16. reserved; silent by nature

21. In the book they _______ Old majors 

skull

22. you could use this word to describe 

Jesus's followers

23. The puppies _______ at their owner 

when he walked in the door

24. Molly was _____ by one of the pigs 

after she was seen with one of the humans

29. hatred or extreme ill-will

31. gather or organize


